Abstract
Introduction

24
High-throughput sequencing (HTS) is a cost-effective approach to generate vast amounts of 25 genomic data and has revolutionized the study of genomes (Metzker, 2009) . The combination 26 of massive datasets, sequencing errors, and potentially complex evolutionary histories make 27 bioinformatic pipelines an important aspect of research using HTS. Many bioinformatic tools The remaining three variant methods use phylogenetic information. In the third method, These can be a single species tree or one gene tree per chromosome. Fourth, users can pass 113 an estimate for θ, the population-scaled mutation rate. A random coalescent tree is first 114 generated using the rcoal function in the ape package (Paradis & Schliep, 2018) . Then, its 115 total tree length is scaled to be θ/µ n−1 i=1 1/i for n variants and an equilibrium mutation rate 116 of µ. The last method allows for recombination by simulating along gene trees that can differ 117 both within and among reference chromosomes. Similarly to simulations using coalescent 118 segregating sites, gene trees can be from scrm or coala objects, or from ms-style output files.
119
In these last three "phylogenomic" methods, chromosomal sequences are evolved along chromosomal regions along phylogenetic trees starts by using the reference genome sequences 124 as those for the root of the tree. Then, for each region and branch, the number of newly 125 generated mutations is proportional to the branch length (see below for more details). These 126 new mutations are then assigned to the daughter node on the tree. This process is repeated 127 down the tree, from root to tips. In jackalope, mutation information is passed through the 128 tree in such a way that no intermediate objects are created.
to improve computational efficiency (Fletcher & Yang, 2009 ).
133
Substitutions
134
For substitutions, the following models can be employed: TN93 (Tamura & Nei, 1993 ), JC69 135 (Jukes & Cantor, 1969 , K80 (Kimura, 1980 ), F81 (Felsenstein, 1981 , HKY85 (Hasegawa, 136 Kishino, & Yano, 1985; Hasegawa, Yano, & Kishino, 1984) , F84 (Thorne, Kishino, & 137 Felsenstein, 1992) , GTR (Tavaré, 1986) , and UNREST (Yang, 1994 where sites' rates are assumed to be independent of one another and are derived from a 145 Gamma distribution split into K rate categories of equal probability (Yang, 2006) . The
146
Gamma distribution is constrained to have a mean of 1. A site's overall rate is its 147 nucleotide's mutation rate multiplied by the "Gamma distance" associated with its rate 148 category. The user can also specify a proportion of invariant sites.
149
For the phylogenetic methods, substitutions are simulated for each branch by first calculating 150 the transition-probability matrix (P (t)) for each Gamma category based on the branch 151 length. Substitutions are then sampled for each site using the P (t) matrix that coincides 152 with the Gamma category at that site. This procedure has been used in multiple programs to 
155
Indels
156
Information for insertions and deletions is provided separately, but the same information is 157 needed for both. The first requirement is an overall rate parameter, which is for the sum Second, rates can be generated from a Lavalette distribution, where the rate for length u is Mb are allowed.
165
Indels are generated along phylogenetic-tree branches using the τ -leaping approximation
166
(Cao, Gillespie, & Petzold, 2006; Wieder, Fink, & Wegner, 2011) to the Doob-Gillespie 167 algorithm (Doob, 1942; Gillespie, 1976) . I chose the Doob-Gillespie algorithm because it only 168 requires instantaneous rates rather than the calculation of a transition-probability matrix,
169
making it easily used for indels (Yang, 2006) . This method has been used in INDELible algorithm works by generating waiting times for each branch length that represent the time 172 until the next mutation occurs somewhere on the sequence. Waiting times are generated from 173 an exponential distribution with a rate equal to the sum of indel rates for all nucleotides in 174 the sequence. Waiting times (and resulting mutations) are generated until the sum of all 175 times is greater than the branch length.
176
The τ -leaping approximation improves efficiency by breaking the branch length into τ -sized 177 chunks and using a Poisson distribution to generate how many mutations of each type occur 178 in each chunk. The maximum value of τ is
for an error control parameter (where 0 < 1), chromosome length C, mutation rate for were written by any of the programs. For Illumina sequencing, I generated 2 × 150 reads 255 from the HiSeq 2500 platform, and tests were conducted for 100 thousand, 1 million, and 10 256 million total reads. For PacBio sequencing, I generated reads using default parameters, and 257 tests were conducted for 1, 10, and 100 thousand total reads. jackalope was tested for 1 258 and 4 threads, but neither ART nor SimLoRD allowed the use of more than 1. 
292
Throughout the tests, NGSphy used significantly more memory than jackalope ( Figure 4B ).
293
This was particularly true for the 20 Mb genome at maximum tree depths of 0.001 and 0.01,
294
where NGSphy consumed 892 % and 947 % more memory, respectively. programs that would process these data is beyond the scope of the present manuscript.
302
For an example reference assembly, I used the Drosophila melanogaster assembly (version PacBio-only assembly followed by polishing using Illumina reads, and (3) an explicit hybrid 313 assembly.
314
To generate data to test the first, PacBio-only strategy, I ran the following for two Single These data could then be used to compare genome assembly performance between the 321 strategies above, or between programs within a given strategy. Extensions of these tests 322 include adjusting sequencing depth, sequencing platform, and error rates.
323
Estimating divergence between populations 324
Here, I will demonstrate how to generate pooled population-genomic data (Pool-seq) that In both plots, sub-panel rows indicate the size of the genome from which variants were generated, and color indicates the program used; superscripts in the color labels indicate the number of threads used. The * highlights where results were combined for calls to NGSphy with 1 and 4 threads; see text for details.
